Instant Alert® Plus for Businesses

Take Your Company’s Emergency Response Communication Up a Notch
Be Prepared For Any Emergency
Build your business continuity and emergency response plan with Honeywell Instant Alert® Plus for Businesses — a Web-based emergency communication service. Within minutes of an emergency, company officials and first responders can quickly assemble for a conference call briefing, make decisions and send an alert to all or select employees instantly.

Improve Response with Two-Way Communications
Instant Alert Plus is a unique two-way communication system. In an emergency, almost instantaneously, customized messages are sent to multiple recipients through multiple communication devices, such as phone, e-mail and/or pager, so the message is received. Those employees needing immediate help can quickly respond to a simple menu of emergency options, while company officials continue to post critical information about ongoing recovery efforts. Plus, you can also automatically set up a conference call with first responders for closed-loop emergency planning and coordination.

Increase Safety, Reduce Risk
Messages can be prepared beforehand to handle almost any emergency situation, allowing a lightning-fast response. When your employees and emergency personnel receive timely information, the likelihood of their responding accurately increases, creating safer environments for everyone.

Rely on Dependable Service During Critical Situations
Because Instant Alert Plus uses a Web-based Application Service Provider (ASP) — or data center — you’ll have online access in a crisis. It’s a virtual emergency communication service and meeting location when your facilities are not accessible. Plus, in case your internal systems are compromised, you can be sure your data is protected by a redundant, reliable network. There are also three call centers to ensure the system is working when you need it most, and the service is continually tested and monitored for reliability.

Speed Response Time with Real-Time Reporting
Instant Alert Plus provides real-time reporting of calls and call receipts. You don’t have time to wait for the calling to be complete. Easy-to-read, Web-based reports allow you to immediately view if a call was sent and received during the alert. This functionality allows you to focus on the employees that are not responding — saving you valuable minutes and improving your response time.

Get Peace of Mind
As Honeywell’s proven track record of successful worldwide security solutions shows, safety and security are our top priorities. Think of us as your partner in security with the ability to provide the most rapid, reliable emergency communications available because of our industry knowledge and experience. Make sure all the people on your watch are safe and secure with the timely, accurate information exchange of Instant Alert Plus. Call Honeywell today to get your new Instant Alert Plus communication system up and running.